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Abstract

This study investigated emotional reactions to cybersecurity breaches. Based on prior research, a context-specific
instrument was developed. This new instrument covered all five emotion components identified by the componential
emotion approach. In total, 145 participants that experienced a cybersecurity breach reported on their appraisals, action
tendencies, bodily reactions, expressions, subjective feelings, and regulation attempts. A principal component analysis
on a total of 75 emotion reactions revealed a clear three-dimensional structure. The first dimension represented the
extent to which the person was generally emotionally affected. The second dimension revealed constructive action
tendencies and subjective feelings that were opposed to unconstructive action tendencies, expressions, and bodily
reactions. The third dimension revealed cognitive motivational reactions that were opposed to affective reactions. This
study clearly indicated that cybersecurity breaches do not only form a challenge for engineers, but also have important
psychological ramifications that need to be addressed. Although some people have a tendency to react with con-
structive and proactive actions that are likely to limit the negative consequences of the cybersecurity breach, others
experience a strong negative affective stress reaction and are unlikely to take the appropriate steps to deal with the
security breach situation. These people, especially, can be expected to be vulnerable to psychological complaints and
possibly psychopathology. The newly developed instrument uses a comprehensive approach to assess emotional
reactions to cybersecurity threats and provides an efficient way to identify potentially problematic reactions.
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Introduction

In 2019, the 50th anniversary of the Internet was cel-
ebrated.1 For a long time, its invention has been welcomed

with unbridled enthusiasm, as it created unprecedented pos-
sibilities for the interconnectedness of people. However, the
increasing interconnectedness also entails an increasing
vulnerability to cybersecurity breaches (unauthorized access
and manipulation of information through the cyberspace).
Governments have identified cybersecurity as one of the main
challenges of our connected society, with the possibility for
substantial negative economic impact (e.g., Eur Lex2).

The challenges, though, are not only technological, soci-
etal, or economical, but also psychological. Cybersecurity
breaches can prevent the pursuit of individual goals in many
areas of life. They can, therefore, be considered to be pow-

erful situational antecedents for negative emotions.3–5 Ne-
gative emotions, such as anxiety, anger, sadness, and
insecurity, have in a few studies already been found to be
associated with cybersecurity attacks.6–10 However, the
emotional experiences themselves have not yet been the
focus of scientific research, although they can be considered
to be the first psychological reaction to these breaches and
play a key role in possible long-term consequences. In this
study, we investigate the structure of emotion processes in
the context of cybersecurity breaches. We go beyond
studying feelings, such as negative affectivity, and also take
into account appraisals (cognitive), action tendencies (mo-
tivational), expressions (face, voice, and gestures), and
bodily reactions (physiological), as well as regulation
mechanisms people can use to deal with their emotional
processes that jointly make up the emotion process
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(componential emotion approach4,5,11). Moreover, we in-
vestigate how these emotion processes are affected by age,
gender, and type of hacking experience.

Materials and Methods

Sample

As the internal structure is investigated with principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA), for which a sample size of 150 obser-
vations is recommended,12 150 victims of cyberattacks were
recruited through a Qualtrics panel in the United Kingdom.

Five participants were excluded from further analyses
because they frequently used the same response category to
an exceptional degree (75% or more across all items). This
was done because nondifferentiation is one of the strongest
indicators for lack of validity in responses.13 In the remain-
ing sample, there were 49.7% females, the mean age was
35.47 years and ranged from 18 to 65 years old, 79% were
employed, 8% were studying, 7% were unemployed, 5%
were unable to work, and 1% were retired.

Instrument

To assess the emotion features that characterize emotion
processes in the context of cybersecurity breaches, we con-
structed the Cybersecurity GRID, which is an adjusted ver-
sion of the GRID questionnaire11 (Supplementary Data S1).
In total, 18 appraisals, 16 action tendencies, 8 bodily reac-
tions, 11 expressions, 14 feelings, and 8 regulation strategies
were selected for the questionnaire. Participants rated the
degree to which each emotion feature described their own
experience on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly dis-
agree) to 7 (strongly agree).

Procedure

Members of the Qualtrics panel14 received a screening
question about whether they had been a victim of a cyber-
security breach in the past (related to a device or an account).
If this was the case, participants were asked to briefly de-
scribe the cybersecurity breach they experienced and to re-
port on all components of their emotional reaction using the
Cybersecurity GRID questionnaire.

Ethical approval

Ethical approval for studies run in the EU FP7 CHIST-
ERA project ‘‘Cocoon: Emotion psychology meets cyber
security,’’ of which this study is a part, was obtained from the
ethical committee of Ghent University, Faculty of Psychol-
ogy and Educational Science, number 2016/67.

Results

Emotion features of the Cybersecurity GRID question-
naire were found to be relevant for describing the actual
experiences of cybersecurity breaches. Across all reported
types of cybersecurity breaches, the average score for all
items was 4.64 on a scale from 1 to 7 (Supplementary Data
S2). On average, across items, 38.98% of the victims se-
lected a response of 6 or 7, indicating that the items described
their emotional experiences well in general (for more in-
formation see Table S1 in Supplementary Data S2).

Since this was an exploratory study in an uncharted area of
emotional experiences, PCA was used to identify the major
dimensions of variability among the 75 emotion reactions.
Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant [v2(2,775) =
9630.68, p < 0.001] and the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin was high
(KMO = 0.86), both indicating adequacy of PCA. Based on
the CHull criterion, which offers a new method for identi-
fying the number of dimensions in PCA that optimally bal-
ances goodness of fit/misfit and model complexity,15,16 three
components were selected (Supplementary Data S3). A well
interpretable structure was identified (see Table 1 for the 10
highest loading features on each principal component, Fig. 1
for the plot of the loadings on the second and third dimen-
sion, Supplementary Data S4 for a justification of the se-
lected rotation, and Table S2 in Supplementary Data S5 for
the full loading matrix).

To avoid confusion between ‘‘emotion components’’ from
a substantive point of view and ‘‘principal components’’ in
the PCA, the principal components will be referred to as
dimensions in the remainder of the text.

On the first dimension, all emotional reactions loaded
positively. This dimension can be interpreted as an emotional
intensity dimension and accounted for 24.14% of the vari-
ance. The second dimension was a bipolar dimension with
one pole being characterized by tendencies to solve the
problem and subjective experiences and the opposite pole
being characterized by tendencies to withdraw or attack as
well as bodily reactions and expressions. It accounted for
8.15% of the variance. On the third—also bipolar—
dimension, a distinction was observed between subjective
experiences, bodily reactions, and expressions on the one
hand, and appraisals and action tendencies on the other hand.
It accounted for 5.34% of the variance. Only emotion regu-
lation strategies, which loaded positively on the first di-
mension, were neither well differentiated on the second nor
on the third dimension.

Victims reported a set of heterogeneous cybersecurity
breaches with respect to their social network accounts
(30.3%), email accounts (29.0%), computer (20.0%), finan-
cial accounts (11.0%), smartphone (6.2%), and tablet (3.4),
which makes a total of 29.7% breaches on devices and 70.3%
on accounts.

We examined the effects of types of cybersecurity brea-
ches, age, and gender on the three identified dimensions. It
was found that older participants reported more emotional
reactions in general [F (1, 8) = 4.756, p = 0.031], and that
breaches on a social network account generated the most
emotional reactions in general, whereas breaches on an email
account generated the least [F (1, 8) = 3.063, p = 0.030].
Women reported more constructive reactions than men
[F (1, 4) = 5.135, p = 0.025], and more constructive reactions
were reported when accounts were involved compared with
devices [F (1, 4) = 7.257, p = 0.008].

Discussion

Although it is the first time that not only feelings, but also
all components of the emotion process, were investigated
exploratively in the context of cybersecurity breaches, highly
systematic and well-interpretable results were observed.
Both the mean scores and the coherent correlational structure
indicated that the emotion features from all components
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included in the Cybersecurity GRID are relevant to describe
emotion processes in this domain. Moreover, the identified
structure can be very well interpreted based on existing re-
search in other domains of emotions, affect, and coping.

On the first dimension, features from all emotion com-
ponents loaded positively. Features from the feeling com-
ponent were among the highest loading ones. This means that
the first dimension strongly resembles the negative affec-
tivity dimension of the well-known positive affect negative
affect scale17, which exclusively relies on feeling and affect
items. The contribution of studying all emotion components
to represent the full emotion process5,11 can be found,
however, in the two additional dimensions that give insight
into the nature of the negative emotion processes during
cybersecurity breaches.

On the second dimension, solution-oriented action ten-
dencies were opposed to attack and withdrawal action
tendencies. In the context of cybersecurity breach, solution-

oriented action tendencies can be considered constructive, as
they help to deal with the situation and its consequences.
Attack and withdrawal action tendencies can be considered
unconstructive as the perpetrator often is not known in this
context. Aggressive-oppositional action tendencies cannot
lead to meaningful action. In addition, since an important
part of our lives is now taking place online, withdrawing
would imply a substantial loss of social contacts and/or work
efficiency. The prominent role for action tendencies for
differentiating emotional experiences is in line with the
theoretical claim that action tendencies form the most im-
portant emotion component from a functional evolutionary
perspective.3 The function of emotion processes is to prepare
for action. At first glance, it might seem surprising that
solution-oriented action tendencies and negative subjective
experiences jointly characterize the same pole of this di-
mension. This observation, however, can be interpreted in
the light of recent research on emotional competences and

Table 1. Results from Principle Component Analysis of the Cybersecurity GRID Questionnaire

Emotion feature item

Dimension loading

D1 D2 D3

General emotion dimension
ER8 I had trouble concentrating. 0.75 -0.07 -0.25
ER7 I could not stop thinking and analyzing the situation. 0.74 -0.06 -0.17
A9 I thought: ‘‘The security of people close to me could be jeopardized.’’ 0.73 0.00 0.30
SF2 I experienced the emotional state for a long time. 0.73 0.21 -0.37
SF4 I felt afraid. 0.72 -0.11 -0.37
SF1 I was in an intense emotional state. 0.71 0.08 -0.46
SF5 I felt panic. 0.70 -0.24 -0.38
SF7 I felt worried. 0.69 -0.45 -0.22
A7 I thought, ‘‘My trust is betrayed.’’ 0.69 -0.06 0.17
A16 I thought, ‘‘Someone could destroy my data.’’ 0.68 -0.14 0.36

Unconstructive action tendencies
AT14 I wanted to destroy whatever was close. 0.48 0.65 0.07
AT5 I wanted to isolate myself physically. 0.45 0.60 0.04
BR4 I had pain in the chest. 0.47 0.59 -0.32
AT4 I wanted to stop using devices that are connected to the Internet. 0.39 0.47 0.31
AT15 I wanted to take revenge. 0.48 0.47 0.02

Constructive action tendencies
AT7 I wanted to change my privacy settings. 0.37 20.51 0.16
AT9 I wanted to find a solution and fix the problem. 0.23 20.64 0.20
AT1 I wanted to stop what was happening. 0.27 20.65 0.05
AT3 I wanted to protect myself. 0.32 20.66 0.17
AT2 I wanted to regain control over the device/account. 0.20 20.71 0.20

Cognitive and motivational
A2 I thought, ‘‘I wonder whether something is wrong with the device/account.’’ 0.53 -0.02 0.45
A14 I thought, ‘‘I could lose personal information, data and documents.’’ 0.52 -0.42 0.42
A4 I thought ‘‘My data are not available anymore’’ 0.53 0.25 0.42
A19 I thought, ‘‘It is not safe that this device is connected to the Internet.’’ 0.58 0.18 0.40
A1 I thought, ‘‘I do not know what is happening.’’ 0.53 -0.04 0.37

Affective
BR11 My body became hot. 0.62 0.19 20.45
BR6 My heartbeat was faster. 0.67 -0.14 20.45
BR8 My muscles were tense. 0.61 0.11 20.48
E4 I had a trembling voice. 0.57 0.11 20.49
BR7 My breathing was faster. 0.63 0.06 20.52

Bold values are the highest loading features on each dimension.
Loadings of the 10 emotional reactions that each defines best the general emotion dimension (D1), the constructive versus unconstructive

dimension (D2), and the cognitive/motivational versus affective dimension (D3).
A, appraisal; AT, action tendencies; BR, bodily response; E, expression; SF, subjective feeling, and numbers indicate number of the items

in the GRID questionnaire. All labeled items are listed in the Supplementary Data S5 and Supplementary Table S2.
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emotional intelligence. There it has been demonstrated that
emotional awareness18 and understanding19 have positive
effects on emotional functioning.20,21 Awareness of one’s
own negative emotional reactions might help to strengthen
constructive solution-oriented action tendencies. The obser-
vation that the pole of unconstructive action tendencies
matches with expressions and bodily reactions can be in-
terpreted in terms of a strong stress reaction that demon-
strates the lack of coping possibilities of the victim.22,23

On the third dimension, cognitive and motivational reac-
tions are opposed to affective reactions. When the second
and the third dimension are taken together, the opposition of
the left upper quadrant (characterized by constructive action
tendencies), and the lower right quadrant (characterized by
expressions and bodily reactions), can be interpreted by the
distinction that is made in the coping literature between
problem-focused and emotion-focused coping.24 Based on
previous findings in the stress and coping research that
demonstrated positive psychological outcomes for problem-
focused coping, and negative outcomes for emotion-focused
coping, it can be predicted that people who react with strong
expressions and bodily reactions to cybersecurity breaches
are at risk to develop long-term consequences, and that those
who react with constructive action tendencies can be ex-
pected to be buffered from these effects.

The relationships with age, gender, and type of security
breach indicate that the nature of emotional reactions in this
domain is sensitive to personality characteristics and the
precise nature of the breach situation one is experiencing.
Interestingly, participants reported the strongest emotional

reactions to the hacking of social network accounts. Appar-
ently, an important issue in this domain is not only being
hampered in one’s daily activities or the privacy intrusion
itself, but also the possibility of one’s privacy being exposed
to a large group of people. The observation that more con-
structive reactions were observed when accounts were
hacked compared with devices could be accounted for by
differences in how feasible constructive actions are per-
ceived. Although social accounts have a procedure to deal
with security breaches that are rather easily available, it is
much less clear who to contact and what to do in case of a
security breach of one’s device.

It can be concluded that dealing with cybersecurity threats
not only requires technological innovations by engineers, but
also necessitates the development of emotional support
systems that can avoid negative long-term psychological
consequences. This study clearly demonstrates that cyber-
security breach situations elicit negative emotional reactions.
With the Cybersecurity GRID, emotional reactions to cy-
bersecurity breaches can now be comprehensively assessed,
and this can help us in the future to identify who is at risk of
developing negative psychological outcomes, as well as
which personality characteristics and which context factors
can help to buffer these effects.
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